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OHM SYSTEMS INC 

www.ohmworld.com 

IBM 

U2 

University 

 

OHM is a platinum 
sponsor of the IBM U2 
university this year.  

 

The IBM university is 
once  a year regionally 
held for education on 
IBM products such as 
the database and 
associated products. 

 

Complete details of 
dates and agenda can 
be found by going to 
OHM’s website and 
from the front page or 
the Shows/Events link 
of upcoming events. 

 

This year are three 
locations: 

 

Denver—September 

Liverpool UK—October 

Australia– November 

OHM Applications 

Version 4.2  - September 1, 2009 

OHM will once again  be publishing the every four (4) month release 

of the application software. The release notes will be found in the 

OHM client login in area on the left side of the screen.  

Starting with 4.2 release OHM is offering a supplemental service to 

all WES clients. In addition to publishing the release notes we will 

also be publishing dates and times for group webinars where we 

review by module grouping the updates. This means we will point out 

releases that have significant value or interest and what is involved. In 

some cases we will do a show and tell and help you note what or how 

to test in your system  By providing this review we hope to expedite 

your process in taking the releases and implementing  from your test 

to live accounts to stay current.  

OHM is working on methods to ensure our clients stay current and 

take releases as they are published. There are many benefits to staying 

current. We realize that the testing and update stages for some of you 

have been a longer process. This new service and other offerings that 

OHM will continue to support is our way to get you to new releases 

quicker.   Take advantage of the process! 

OHM Classes…….            Now scheduling Fall and Winter Programs 

 

Since our OHMTools and Report Writer/Administration Classes have  

Specific requirements we only hold a few times a year. Please send an 
email to sales@ohmworld.com with level and months between Sept 
2009– March 2010 that you would be interested in these  classes at OHM.  
Also send any request for webinar or other related class request. 

Send your emails by September 4, 2009 

Your input for new function/Product Development. OHM is 

preparing a front end Profitability Process. Currently we will 

beta on a specific industry and are seeking your ideas. The 

Profitability is focused on up front analysis of your pricing 

schemas to ensure the margin or mark up percent or dollars 

are meet. Then as you r customers order roll in the 

profitability function will monitor and update you to the 

trend of the percentage. If you are interested in pre release 

development  send email to sales@ohmworld.com by 9/4/09 

 

CALLING You and Your Bright Ideas! 

          OHM is looking for clients that want to be part of our product review team. 
Between User Group Meetings via meetings or web Meetings two to three times a 
year to review product ideas and new service concepts. Example adding a “share 
Board” on the OHM web client login site for customers to post questions to other 
users. A participation plan will also be reviewed for partipants. INTERESTED? 
Email us…  sales@ohmworld.com RE: BRIGHT IDEAS! 


